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AFFORESTATION.1
By Sir JOHN M. STIRLING-MAXWELL, D.L.
(With Plate.)
GEOGRAPHY is a wide term, but our present subject lies in the inmost
circle of the ideas which it embraces. Not only is the distribution of
forests one of the prime factors which distinguish one region from
another, but deforestation and afforestation are probably the most potent
agencies under man's control for modifying the surface of the globe.
When the engineer pierces the barrier between two seas, as at Suez or
Panama, or tunnels through the Alps or Rockies, he makes changes very
important to our tenancy of the earth, but of small importance to the
earth itself—changes which Nature, as she has shown at Panama, has no
difficulty in obliterating. But when man destroys or creates forests he
releases forces much greater than his own, changing climates, altering
the volume of rivers, hastening or checking the crumbling of mountains,
and deciding, in extreme cases, whether great tracts are to be habitable
or the reverse for living creatures. Except in regions where the rivers
and the rainfall admit of flooding or draining on a vast scale, no tools
the human hand can grasp are so far-reaching for good or ill as axe
and spade when employed to strip off or extend the forest covering.
Now though this idea of the forest as a centre of natural forces
susceptible to man's control is the foundation on which forest science is
built, it is well to remember that it is derived from continental experience,
and does not apply with the same force to an island country like ours.
The mistake is too often, made of attempting so to apply it. We are
neither frightened when we are told that our hills will crumble away if
we fail to plant them nor tempted when we are promised a heavier
1
 A lecture delivered before the Society in Edinburgh on February 1.
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9 8 SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE.
rainfall as the reward of doing so, because we know that our temperate
climate and abundant moisture depend on other than local causes, and
suffice to maintain a safe covering of vegetation on our hills. The ways
in which the forest question really affects us are less sensational but not
less important, as we shall see presently, since they directly touch the
national wealth and security.
Before we examine the case for affore3tation, let us examine one side
of the subject which is of peculiar geographical interest and essential to
planters in this country. Our natural forests in the British Isles are of
little importance—least of all our natural coniferous forests, which are ex-
clusively composed of Scots pine. Many of these forests have disappeared
altogether, their existence being only known by place-names and roots
found in the moss. The truth is that our only-indigenous conifer of silvi-
cultural value is ill suited to the conditions under which it has to grow in
many parts of this country. This fact, which few foresters •will dispute,
is sufficiently strange to require some explanation. Nature was generous
in providing us with a perfect soil and climate, but less generous in her gift
ol trees. The present distribution of plants dates from the retreat of the
ice after the last glacial epoch, this great climatic change being no mere
hypothesis but a fact of which astronomer, geologist, and botanist each
can furnish separate proof. The vegetation of temperate countries, after
being driven towards the equator by the advancing ice, spread back once
more towards the poles when the ice retreated—their seed carried, no
doubt, by wind, water, and birds. Why did so few of the trees for
which our climate is suitable reach these islands? No climatic change
could have given us the trees of the southern hemisphere unless the
temperature of the globe had sunk far enough to exterminate the whole
tropical flora and cause the temperate plants from both hemispheres to
be pooled on the equator. Again, the North American trees could only
have reached us if the ice cap at the pole had shrunk far enough in a
genial period to let them travel round by, the connecting land which
undoubtedly once existed in the Arctic region, since certain plants, such
as the bog asphodel of our moors, are still found all round the
northern hemisphere. Once more, the trees of China and Japan could
only have come to us by a similar route, the climate of Central Asia
being impassable to them. It is not so easy to explain why our share
of the European trees is so meagre. Of the great race of conifers only
three reached this country—the Scots pine, the yew, and the juniper.
Why did the Siberian spruce, whose cones are found in pre-glacial
deposits in Norfolk and Ireland, never come back ? True, among broad-
leaved trees we can claim in the oak and ash the best timber trees of
our climate, and the beech, long considered an exotic, has been shown
by recent research to be indigenous in the south of England. But
many of the trees which thrive best in Britain, like the sycamore and
Spanish chestnut, were introduced from the Continent, possibly in
Eoman times, while the familiar horse chestnut was brought from
Macedonia by way of Constantinople and Vienna as lately as the
seventeenth century. According to Dr. Henry and Mr. Forbes, the
conditions under which the great migration took place in that part
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AFFORESTATION. 99
•of Europe were as follows. Great Britain and Ireland were not then-
islands, but were united to each other and to the Continent by dry land,
while the west coast of Europe extended much farther into the Atlantic
than it does at present. Practically the whole of Britain and Ireland
was covered with ice in the glacial period, except the old western
fringe, now submerged, where certain plants and animals took refuge.
The present distribution of the arbutus and the Mediterranean heath
and of certain animals—a toad to wit, and a spotted slug—are claimed
•as evidence of the existence of this refuge. According to this view,
disputed, it is right to say, by more than one distinguished geologist,
the survivors returned far enough inland when the ice retreated to avoid
submergence, though they and their remains are only found in the extreme
west of the United Kingdom and France, in Kerry, Cornwall, and
Brittany. Dr. Henry believes that the English elm sought the same
refuge, being found wild only in the Severn valley and western part of
the Thames valley, and occurring nowhere else except in the valley of
the Tagus in Spain: also the Cornish elm, which is only found wild in
Cornwall and Brittany. When these relics of the old vegetation,
accompanied by the fortunate toad and slug, crept back after the ice
retired, they found the country stripped completely bare. This little
party, if they were all, may well have felt themselves inadequate for
the task of repeopling the United Kingdom. In all probability they
were accompanied by other hardier plants and animals now too widely
•distributed to be traced to any particular retreat. It is believed, how-
ever, that the bulk of our trees had taken refuge farther south, and
returned in a north-westerly direction through France and Belgium.
The birch, oak, ash, wych elm, and Scots pine spread all over the
country, but their line of progress was recorded by the beech, which
stopped on the chalk of the south of England ; the field maple and
service tree, which never as wild trees got beyond Lincoln; and the horn-
beam, which got no farther than Essex till men carried it farther north and
west. Our concern, however, is with the conifers, because it is their timber
we want, and the bulk of the afforestation in Scotland will be made with
them. Why did only one good conifer arrive here 1 Probably because
the country to be traversed was then too dry for the others, which
consequently ventured no farther in this direction than the outskirts of
the Alps. Our trees themselves afford evidence that the climate has
•grown wetter and colder since their arrival. The two elms, for instance,
whose adventures we have just followed, seldom, if ever, now ripen seed
in England, being reproduced only by suckers. If more evidence be
needed, the Scots pine itself can provide it. This tree, second to none
in beauty, still grows to perfection on the eastern side of the watershed
from Norfolk up to the Cromarty Firth, though scarcely so well as it
does in the drier climate of Saxony. West of the watershed it is seldom
such a good tree. At high elevations it has almost completely died out.
Trees have great power of adapting themselves to new conditions, but
the change here was too great or too rapid for the Scots pine. MearH
while we had been encircled by the sea and cut off from other conifers
•for which our climate had become suitable. . . . . . .
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1 0 0 SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE.
In this prehistoric sketch my object has been not so much to account
for the facts as to show that nature worked by methods which made it
unlikely—indeed impossible^-that outlying countries like ours should
ever obtain the trees best suited for them except through the agency of
man. It seems as though this work had been specially reserved for him.
Among little actions which have great results few can compare witb
that of the seed collector when he puts a cone in his pocket. A sharp
line is commonly drawn between mankind and the other agents employed
by Providence. Personally I resent that distinction as depriving our
race of a great honour. The work of the gardener, and even of the
farmer, is so closely interwoven with the needs o! the everyday market,
that he may find it difficult to regard himself as the agent of Provid-
ence. But I believe that nearly every forester w orthy of the name is very
vividly conscious of taking a humble part in the Great Plan, and takes-
constant pleasure and pride in the thought. Anyhow, he must be dull
indeed if he is not alive to the wonder and beauty of what he is doing,
and daily chastened by the knowledge that his trees will still be growing
when he is buried and forgotten. No one has more right to such
thoughts than the seed collector—men like that brave Scotsman,
David Douglas, whose graven epitaph adorns his native parish of Scone,
though his bones lie on the other side of the world, while his true monu-
ment is the tree which bears his name, and keeps his memory green in
a thousand woods.
The first exotic conifers to reach us were the spruce and silver fir
brought from the Alps, probably as early as the sixteenth century. Both
grow here to perfection, especially in deep valleys, though it is difficult
to find a fully stocked wood of either. This is unfortunate, since the
wood is of little value unless free from knots. In the case of the spruce
the difficulty of obtaining clean timber is accentuated by the fact, still
awaiting explanation, that even when grown in close canopy it retains-
its side branches longer here than in continental countries. This was-
well seen in a beautiful wood felled at Durris in 1912. In every
other respect this wood, which was sixty years old, and contained 5504
trees to the acre, was equal to anything of the same age in continental
forests.
The larch came to England—also from the Alps or their outlying-
ranges—early in the seventeenth century. Evelyn sounds its praises in-
his Sylva, and advises his readers to plant it. It arrived in Scotland
about 1738, and it is to the credit of our forebears that they were quick
to recognise its merits. The bold foresight of John, Duke of Atholl, in-
planting this tree on his Perthshire estates is known to every one. I t
is not so well known that in that period of eager and intelligent develop-
ment which marked the latter half of the eighteenth century it was
planted on a very large scale throughout Scotland. In James Anderson's-
Essaijs,1 published in 1796, there is a comprehensive account of the
larch which I do not remember to have seen quoted. "At the present
1
 Essays relating to Agriculture and Rural Affairs. By James Anderson, LL.D.
Edinburgh, 1796. Vol. iii. p. 455.
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AFFORESTATION. 1 0 1
moment," he says, " the demand for that tree is so much increased, that,
from the nearest estimate I can make, one nurseryman in.Edinburgh
alone has raised this season above five millions of larch trees; and I do
not suppose that, taking all Scotland together, there are fewer than
twenty extensive public, besides a great many private nurseries, all of
which are chiefly stocked with larches." He adds that the Duke of
Atholl had been in the practice for many years of planting out on an
•average 200,000 larches every year from his own nurseries. Anderson
does not mention the dreaded larch disease in so many words, but he
was clearly, like the Duke of Atholl, perfectly aware of its effects, for
he vecords that the tree " is extremely impatient of wounds in its bark ;
so that a touch there, which would scarcely be felt by any other tree,
will make a larix perish entirely." Foresters will recognise that this
statement, so far as it goes, is quite correct, since the fungus which
causes the canker can only enter by a wound. Once entered, the
resistance of the tree depends on its vigour, its vigour depending in
turn on its growing in suitable conditions. For this reason the French
long ago gave up cultivating the larch except on the cool and stony
slopes of their mountains. Incidentally, this paper of Anderson's
illustrates the almost complete eclipse through which forestry passed
in this country during the hundred years which separates his generation
from our own. His paper might have been written to-day, so little is
the progress made since he wrote it.
Another early arrival was Finns laricio, brought to the country in
1759. This curiously variable tree is widely distributed across Southern
Europe from the Pyrenees to the Caucasus—in a number of different
forms long classed as identical by learned botanists, though to the
•ignorant always distinct. The form which thrives best in our climate
•comes from Corsica. This tree requires more warmth than those I have
just mentioned, but it stands wind much better. It also puts up with
amoke better than any other conifer, and should be grown for pitwood
in industrial districts in preference to the Scots pine.
Hitherto we have been speaking of trees which have been long
•enough in this country to reach maturity and whose superiority to
native pine for many purposes has been proved and measured. I come
now to more recent introductions from North-Western America, which
are at this moment in pretty much the same stage which the European
-exotics had reached when forestry fell into neglect in the early years
-of the nineteenth century—a stage in which their value is established
beyond doubt, though its full measure cannot yet be gauged. The few
American conifers hitherto cultivated in Europe had come from the
•eastern states and were not really suited to our climate, though some,
•like the Weymouth pine (1705) and the white spruce (c. 1690), appeared
.at first to have considerable value. It is from west of the Eockies that
the really important trees have come. This region possesses grander
trees than any other in the world. The climate is sufficiently like ours
to ensure their success in Scotland, while all I am about to mention are
hardier than our native pine. We may deplore the period from which
•jve are now emerging in which forestry gave place to arboriculture, but it
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1 0 2 SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE.
would be ungrateful to forget that we owe Douglas's expeditions and the
first trials of these trees to that period. The pity is that our grandfathers
attached so much importance to the charm of their lower branches and
so little to the value of their timber. The Douglas fir came to us in
1827. If only a close wood had been planted in some good situation at
that date, what would it be now 1 Of such woods we have nothing,
earlier than the wood at Taymount planted in. 1860 On soil very far from
ideal. This is likely to be soon surpassed-by a large wood at Benmore
in Argyllshire, now 37 years old, planted on ground very steep and
rocky, but sheltered and evidently congenial. AVhether the timber of
this tree will ever in Scotland equal that cut from the virgin forests
200 years old in British Columbia may be questioned, but grown in
close canopy it will certainly surpass in quality and quantity that of-any
European conifer with the possible exception of the larch, while it will
grow well in many places where the larch will'not.' With the Douglas
fir'I think we may safely bracket the Sitka spruce and two silver firs—L-
the Grandis fir for sheltered situations, and the Nobilis fir for cold and
high places. The wood of the Sitka spruce is light, elastic, and strong,
and is for that reason employed more than any other for the construc-
tion of aeroplanes. In tests made recently at the Technical College in
Glasgow, Scots grown Sitka proved stronger than Douglas fir. The-
wood of the silvers is not so strong, but it is good building timber,. •
though the Nobilis, for fear of sun-crack, should not be grown on sunny-
slopes. The giant Thuya, which comes from the same region, requires
rather more warmth, but where that condition is fulfilled it grows as fast
as the larch and makes beautiful and durable timber. :
These American trees have a double importance in Scotland; They
not only promise to give us more good timber than any conifer except
the larch, but their hardiness will enable us to afforest ground which
it would otherwise not be worth while to plant. In order to secure tHe
forest area required with the least disturbance to other interests, it will,
as a rule, be necessary to devote whole subjects to afforestation; Even
if the most suitable subjects are chosen, the whole area will seldom be
of equal value, and it is important that the high and poor ground should
not be wasted. Hitherto plantations on such ground have had a bad
name, because the native pine has .been wrongly assumed to be hardier
than any exotic and has been planted where snow breaks it to pieces,,
and parching winds wither it by stealing from its leaves moisture which
its roots cannot replace while the ground is frozen. The North American
trees are equal to these emergencies. They bend under the snow and
refuse to give up their moisture to the east wind. They thus enable
afforestation to be carried far beyond the limit of the Scots pine, though
not of course to wind-swept summits. At Stanage, in Wales, a Sitka
spruce growing 800 feet above sea level measures 124 feet in height and
12 feet in girth.1 At 1300 feet in Inverness-shire, Sitka spruce and
Nobilis fir are already 40 feet high at 24 years of age and growings
rapidly and straight. It may be that certain trees from Eastern Asia,
1
 Reported by Mr. Rodger, Quarterly Journal of Forestry, July 1916.
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The Nobilis Fir [Abies nobilis), in the Black Wood, Loch Ossian, Inverness-shire, at an
elevation of 1300 ft. Age 24 years.
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Sitka Spruce, in the Black Wood, Loch Ossian, Inverness-shire, at an elevation of
1300 ft. Age 24 years.
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/.^ AFFORESTATION. :::<;;IV. 103
such as the Japanese larch, will, though not attaining so large a size,
give an even quicker return of timber, and that others, such as Veitch's
silver fir, may prove better able to stand up to the wind. The conifers
still more recently imported from the mountains of Western China also
seem perfectly hardy. But it is foreign to my purpose to go into these
details. It is enough if I have convinced you that in making new
woods we must on no account limit our plans by the discouraging
experience of our native trees.
Let us now turn to the reasons for improving and extending our
woods. They are three. The first is derived from the experience of
the war, the second from the need of guarding against a scarcity of
timber, the third from the fact that afforestation is the only agency capable
of reclaiming and rendering productive large areas which are now little
better than waste. The war argument need not keep us long, though
it is the shock of the discovery that dependence on imported timber is
a grave handicap in war which has impelled the Government to take
this question up. The amount of timber consumed by modern military
operations almost passes belief.' Ordinary building is at a standstill.
Practically the whole of the wood we import is absorbed by the navy
and army, except what is required to keep the railways and mines
going. The dead loss on account of increased price, high freights, and
rates of insurance, cargoes sunk, and loss on the exchange in the year
1915 cannot have been less than £10,000,000. Last year it was over
£20,000,000. This loss, which in the end fell almost entirely on the
taxpayer—an exasperating reflection to those who know that the
timely expenditure of half the money thus wasted would have saved
us from all these troubles. But this is not the worst. Had an advance
on the western front been possible in 1915 on the scale of that which
began last July, the necessary timber could not have been obtained
unless the French had sacrificed their forests to us in a way which they
are naturally very unwilling to contemplate. If the French themselves
had in the past shown as little foresight as we have done in the matter
of timber, I think it is not too much to say that the defence of the
western front would have been impossible, whatever men and guns had
been at our disposal. The French forests have not only supplied two-
thirds of the timber consumed by their own army: they have also in
exchange for coal met a large part of the requirements of our troops,
while they have supplied the Welsh mines with pitwood, this last-
being derived from the Landes near Bordeaux—a region of unhealthy
swamps which successive French Governments have, luckily for us, had
the foresight and enterprise to afforest. Our British woods are making
a contribution towards the needs of the war which will leave them
depleted for many years, but they are not supplying a tenth part of the
timber the nation is using. Every timber merchant is turning out as
much as he can though under great difficulties, owing to the want of
any definite arrangement as to the labour to be kept back from the army.
A Government Committee charged with the duty of increasing the
output is very far from being free from the same difficulties, but it has
the advantage of a permanent staff in the shape of two fine regiments
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104 SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE.
of Canadian lumbermen who have brought their mills from Canada.
One or two camps of German prisoners are also employed, though not in
my judgment nearly enough. Hitherto standing timber has been forth-
coming at reasonable prices, but the Government has wisely taken power
to commandeer it, and will commandeer the last tree, if necessary.
Meanwhile, the importation of this bulky material from foreign countries
absorbs shipping urgently needed for food, and in other cases besides
that already mentioned we are only able to obtain it on condition that
we hew coal to send in exchange. The disadvantage under which we
have laboured is so obvious that there is no need to dwell on it, and
we are reminded every day that it is certain to be increased in any
future war unless an answer is four^ d to the submarine. One is driven
to the conclusion that the least we can do in the interest of national
safety is to increase the area of wood in this country to such an extent
as will make us independent of imports for at least three years in an
emergency. These islands, in proportion to their size, have less than
one-fourth of the woodland possessed by France or Belgium, less than
one-sixth of that possessed by Germany. The annual production of
woods is normally governed by their annual growth, but in making our-
selves independent of imports for a short period we are not confined by
that rule. We can at the expense of the future make anticipation fellings,
and could without devastating our woods cut in three years what would
in normal times be spread over fifteen. On this basis, the addition of
a million and a half acres to our existing woodlands would, I believe,
be sufficient, assuming that the areas felled during the war are replanted
and kept properly stocked.1 Even so, we should still be poorer in
timber than any other European country except Portugal. If such a
proposal is condemned as insufficient, I can only answer that there is
nothing to prevent it from being expanded later. But in public enter-
prises definite objective is desirable, and I think the Government would
be well advised to base its immediate plans on the experience of the
war. Of these plans, and how to carry them out, I can say no more,
being one of a Committee appointed by the Government to report on
these matters.
I pass now to a second line of argument more germane to the studies
of this learned Society—the question of securing ourselves and our
children even in time of peace against the scarcity of timber which
sooner or later must occur as the world's natural resources become
exhausted. I am speaking not of hardwoods or of tropical timber, but
of the coniferous wood which forms 90 per cent, of our imports. The
demand for this kind of timber is rapidly increasing in every civilised
country. Every year it is used for new purposes: satisfactory substi-
tutes are not forthcoming: on the contrary, wood and the fibre of wood
are more widely employed every year to provide substitutes for other
1
 Our imports are reckoned in loads. A load is 50 cubic feet, and may be taken as
weighing a ton. A well-managed forest should every year produce a load of timber for
every acre it contains. Every additional acre of well-managed forest would therefore
enable us to dispense with one load of imported timber.
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AFFORESTATION. 105
materials.1 Our own imports have been trebled in the last thirty-five
years, and they have been increasing lately at the rate of 100,000 loads
•a year. As for the price, it rose between 1895 and 1913 by no less
than 33 per cent. The following table shows the imports for the latter
year, which was, you will remember, the last complete year before the
war: —
IMPORTS OF CONIFEROUS TIMBER AND
Russia, . . . . .
Sweden, . . . .
France, . . . . .
Dominion of Canada and Newfoundland,.
United States of America,
Norway,
Portugal, . . .
Germany, . .
Spain, .
Small lots from other countries, .
Total, .
Value, .
1 load = 50 cubic feet.
PITWOOD, 1913.
. 5,
1O;
£25
Loads.
196,826
,759,417
984,331
897,217
511,351
437,106
315,538
206,081
103,123
19,193
,430,183
,641,000
These imports cost us £25,641,000. In addition, we paid for wood
manufactures, wood pulp and paper made from wood, ,£14,000,000, or,
in all, nearly £40,000,000.
Now the sources of imported timber belong to two categories which
you must keep quite distinct in your minds, one being woods under
systematic management, which yield a regular annual output, the other
virgin forests. All the European countries except Eussia belong to the
former category. Let us consider them a little closer. Sweden and
Norway have large woods and a small population. We may hope to
•obtain timber from them for many years, though their exports may
•undergo some shrinkage if it is true that the annual cut at present
exceeds the annual growth. France, Portugal, Germany, and Spain find
it convenient to send us certain classes of timber, but these countries all
import more timber than they export, and we cannot count on supplies
from them.
When we come to the countries which send us timber from their
virgin forests, we are up against quite another question—the question
how long these forests will last. The world is here living on its capital.
The pace at which forest capital can shrink under reckless exploitation
is amazing. A few years ago the vast forests of the United States were
1
 It was shown recently in this Magazine that an area of over 3000 square miles of forest
in Newfoundland is required to supply the paper for four British newspapers—the woods
leing cut in rotation to supply the pulp mills.—Sir Daniel Morris, Aug. 1916.
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106 SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE.
still unsurveyed and were regarded as inexhaustible. To-day the
Americans find they have scarcely sufficient timber for their own present
and future needs, and are anxiously considering how to protect and
extend what remains of their forests and bring them under systematic
management. They have even appointed commissions to inquire what
resources are open to them in other parts of the world.
The Canadian forests, which are the great natural reserve of timber
for the British Empire, are following the same course though more
slowly. The growing demands of the United States have diverted
Canadian timber from the United Kingdom, and our imports from
Canada fell between 1899 and 1913 from two million loads to the
present figure. In both Canada and the United States, fire has accounted
for far more timber than the lumberman's axe. As much as 5000 square
miles of wood have been known to bo destroyed in a single fire, an area
equal to the whole of the woods of Great Britain. Only last year
(1916) a spring fire in the United States destroyed over 1000 square
miles of forest, while a summer fire in Canada a few months later
devastated an area of equal extent. The Dominion Government has
been waking up to its responsibilities, has established a Forest Service
and the beginnings of systematic management, but these precautions
will have to be very much hastened and intensified if the resources of
the Dominion are to be preserved for the Empire. At present they
grow steadily less every year-—fire and the axe accounting for many
times as much timber as the annual growth can replace.
You will see from the table that we are now mainly dependent
on Russia for coniferous timber. By increasing her supplies to us from
two million loads in 1899 to five millions in 1913 she was able to make-
up the deficiencies in our imports from other countries and also to meet
our growing consumption. The question how long Russia will be able
to supply us is not the less vital because the British Government has
hitherto left it to chance. It depends on the extent and quality of the
Russian forests, on the methods taken to restock them, and on the
future home consumption of Russia itself. The area classed as forest
within the Russian Empire is enormous, amounting to a million and a-
quarter square miles, of which by far the greater part belongs to the
state. No reliable figures are available, but the annual cut is supposed
to be at present little more than half the annual growth. There is thus
room for a very great expansion of exports, but upon this the increasing
consumption of a great part of the world will fall. Our enemies in
Germany, for instance, though they have 54,000 square miles of forest
(against our 5000) find it necessary in time of peace to import no less
than 7,000,000 loads of timber. This has hitherto been drawn for the
most part from Austria and Rumania, but unless the industrial develop-
ment of Germany ceases, the inevitable increase will fall on Russia. If
Russia herself were to enter on a period of development and increase
her home consumption as other countries have done, these extraneous
demands could not be met for long. Russian finance demands that
exports should be increased to the utmost after the war, and she is
making railways and ports to facilitate the export of timber. It remains-
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to be seen whether she will take corresponding steps to restock her
forests. Many of them, especially in Siberia, are forests only in name,
having been devastated by fire and depleted by the inhabitants for fuel.
The best Eussian forests are in the north-east of the empire. We know
from the evidence of the timber itself—spruce, pine, and larch from
Finland and Northern Russia—that the growth of the forest is very
slow in those latitudes and that it will take a very long time to replace
the woods now being felled. I hear from a friend in Russia that the
forests of Poland, which are almost the only forests in that empire under
systematic management, are undergoing such devastation at the hands
of the Germans that soon nothing will be left. The only forests in
Europe which have escaped the effects of the war are those of Germany
itself, to spare which Belgium and Poland have been denuded.
I read with great interest an address recently delivered to the
Aberdeen Chamber of Commerce by Sir John Fleming, who speaks with
special knowledge of this subject, and with the authority of a man whose
experience and sympathies extend far beyond the trade of which he is an
acknowledged leader. Sir John Fleming begged his audience to keep
their minds easy on the score of scarcity of timber—an exhortation
which at first seems to contradict the case I have been trying to lay
before you. There is really no contradiction. If his words are taken
with their context, it will .be seen that his promise of abundant timber
was limited to the lifetime of his audience and only extended to future
generations on condition that a revolution takes place meanwhile in
forest management. He recognises that old countries as well as new
must take part in this work, and that this country must do its share—a
share to which Sir John Fleming himself has already made very helpful
contribution. Is the assurance that therewill be no timber famine in
our lifetime any excuse for sitting with our hands folded 1 This is a
business in which preparation can bear little fruit for seventy years.
The supplies of timber available seventy years hence will depend almost
entirely upon the preparation made by the world between now and then.
It is hard to believe that this generation of our countrymen can, after
the lessons of the last two years, underrate the advantage of making
preparation in good time, or ignore the fact that while Great Britain is
one of the chief consumers of timber, it is also the only nation which
has made no provision for safeguarding its supplies.
A third line of argument, scarcely less important, and much more
attractive, is concerned with national development and the happy conse-
quences which accompany a policy of afforestation. I do not propose
to discuss here the vexed question whether forests are lilcely to be a
profitable speculation. If forests are a national necessity we must have
them, even if we have to pay for them. What I am concerned to point
out is, that quite apart from the question of direct profit or loss, the
indirect gain to the nation by afforestation will, beyond doubt, be very
great. This is the only country in the world where, in discussing
afforestation, the question of profit or loss is put first—not because we
are more businesslike, but because we are less businesslike than other
nations. Other nations look first to the indirect benefits, because they
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are of infinitely greater importance. They are prepared, if need be, to
spend large sums to obtain them, in the same way that large sums are
spent on roads, breakwaters, and canals, from which no direct profit is
expected. We shall experience the same benefits here. They arise
from the new values created, those values being partly expressed in
terms of timber and partly in terms of population. Tracts which are
now almost uninhabited will be peopled. The forest employs ten
men where the hill grazing employs but one. The felling and
conversion, the nursery work and planting require many additional
hands—men, women and children—at certain seasons. This is not
.wonderful when it is remembered that the average annual output for
each acre of forest is a ton of wood as against 10 lb. or less of mutton
and a small parcel of wool produced by the same acre under sheep. At
pre-war rates the sums paid in wages for the felling and conversion
of timber were about equal to the value of the standing timber. No
one proposes to plant land that can be reclaimed for agriculture. But
there are districts where such land never can be reclaimed for agri-
culture without the aid of the forest. The forest is required not only
to provide shelter for the crofts and winter work for their owners, but
also to raise the industry and population of lonely outlying districts to
a level which can support the comforts, conveniences, and amusements of
civilised existence. This is no fanciful picture. It faithfully portrays
the everyday experience of our neighbours in France, Belgium, Denmark,
and, I must add, of our enemies in Germany. A recent report of the
English Board of Agriculture on German Agricultural Development
shows very clearly how in that country agriculture is dependent on
forestry.1 Nor is any economic heresy involved. If timber could be
produced by machinery human labour could be diverted to other pur-
poses. But it cannot. Those who use timber have to pay the cost of
supporting those who produce it, just as the man who eats bread has to
pay the farmer. The question is whether we are to have a share of the
contingent benefits or leave them all to our neighbours.
THE EAINFALL OF JAVA.
By B. C. WALLIS, B.SC.
{With Sketcli-Maps.)
THIS inquiry into the distribution of the rainfall in Java with regard to
both time and place is intended to test the usefulness of a method of
investigation, and to check the validity of certain general statements
regarding rainfall in sub-equatorial areas with reference to elevation of
the ground and to wind-direction.
Dr. W. Van Bemmelen (a),2 the Director of the Royal Magnetical and
1
 Recent Department of German Agriculture. By T. H. Middleton, G.B. 1916.
(Cd. 8305.)
2
 The letters refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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